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1. Introduction. Let M be a rf-dimensional (d^2) connected orientable
Riemannian manifold and g be its Riemannian metric. Let A be the Laplace-
Beltrami operator on M and b be a C°° vector field on M. Set L= A/2+6. Let
X=(Xt,PX9x^M) be the minimal diffusion process corresponding to L. The
main purpose of the present paper is to investigate some homological behaviors
of the path of X. Our first objective is to define the intersection number of the
path of X and chains and to study its asymptotic behaviors. The usual inter-
section number of two cycles is defined as the product of their homology classes.
But we need in our study the intersection number for chains and its analytical
expressions. Theory of harmonic integrals gives such an expression. In passing
from smooth cases to stochastic cases, we use the so-called Fisk-Stratonovich in-
tegral, which enables us to write down the formulas formally in the same way as
in ordinary calculus. Based on the analytic expression of the intersection num-
bers expressed by the integral of double 1-form with singularity, we shall define
the stochastic intersection number with the aid of the integral of 1-form along
the path ([8]). By virtue of the approximation theorem for stochastic integrals
([8]), it turns out that stochastic intersection number enjoys analogous properties
to those for ordinary intersection numbers. In the study of the asymptotic be-
havior of the intersection numbers of the path and the cycles, the integrals of
harmonic 1-forms play an important role, which is due to the two facts that they
depend only on the homology class of the path and that they are martingales.
We then consider the following problem related to the asymptotic behaviors
of the intersection numbers. Let M be two-dimensional, compact and let K be
its genus (l^tf<oo). Let X be a Brownian motion on M. Our problem is
this. In what manner does the path of X wind holes asymptotically? We for-
mulate this as follows. Let (Ai9AK+i)9 *=1, •••,#, be a canonical homology basis.
For any x,y^M, we choose a smooth curve 4>x y such that ^^ (0)=^ , <j>x,y(l)=y
and 0^(0,1) does not meet any Ai(i=l, ---,2/c). Set C={4>xy, x,y&M}. Con-
sider the homological position of the curve X[0,t]j that is, using (f)x(t),x(o)> we
1) This work was partially supported by Sakkdkai Foundation.
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define the cycle %[O,t]=X[Oyt]+ylrx(t)x(oh where
t and write
where the equality means that the both sides are homologous. We call
•••,#2K(0) t^le homological position of X[0,t].- The problem is then to investigate
the asymptotic behavior of (x^t), •••,#2/c(0)- Arnold-Avez [2] formulated an anal-
ogous problem for ergodic classical dynamical systems in a similar manner. They
studied the behaviors of each xfo) and showed the existence of the limit
limxi(t)lt=iii. They call 2 A^A the mean homological position of -ST[O,£].
In our stochastic case, we study the asymptotic not only of each process
x{(t) but also of the iV-tuple process (^,-1(0>"">^i>(0) (where l ^ i
IT
. We say that X winds (A^ •••, A>) homologically if l i m 2 xik(t)2
= oo, a.s. Then our main result can be stated as follows:
X winds (A^, •••,^ 4,ivr) homologically if and only if N^3.
McKean [14] considered this problem for Brownian motion on M=R2—
{0,1} (genus=2). He treated it by considering the covering Brownian motion
on the homology surface of M, and reduced it to the problem of recurrence of the
covering motion. Our method is similar to McKean's as will now be explained.
The main term of xJt) is the integral I a(i) of the harmonic 1-form a{%)
(which corresponds to At) along the path of X, i=ly2,"-,2fc. By virtue of
this, it is sufficient to study (I aOl), •••, \ a(i^). By using the corres-
pondence defined in §6 (with probability one) between (1 a(il\ •••, I a(i^)
Jxlojl Jxlojl
and the position X^i) of the covering motion JtT on the Abelian covering surface
M(I) of M defined in section 6 (where I=(iu "%JN))J o u r problem reduces to the
question of recurrence of Xi which in turn leads to us to the type problem for
M(7). In the case of Brownian motion on a simply connected Riemann surface,
the equivalence of the recurrence of Brownian motion and the type problem was
already noted by Kakutani [11]. Since the type of the Abelian covering surface
of a compact Riemann surface was already decided by A. Mori [16], we obtain
our result.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we collect the
facts about the integral of 1-form along the path of diffusion. In section 3, we
shall define the intersection number of the path of diffusion and a (d— l)-chain and
study its properties. In section 4, we investigate the asymptotic behaviors of
each x{(t) for the case M is compact. In section 5, we collect several known
facts about covering surfaces and covering motions on them. This is a pre-
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paratory section to the next one. In section 6, we shall study the asymptotic
behavior of {xix{t)y • • •, xijr(t)) for Brownian motion on a two-dimensional, com-
pact Riemannian manifold. In section 7, we shall consider the winding problem
for a Brownian motion with a drift on Euclidean 2-space.
In a discussion of our results with Professor S.R.S. Varadhan, he gave a
purely probabilistic substitute for the proof of Theorem 6.1. His proof not
only decided the recurrence of covering motion, but also is interesting itself.
We present the proof at the end of section 6.
The summary of sections 3, 4 and 7 was announced in the previous note
[13].
Acknowledgement. The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to
Professor N. Ikeda for directing him to the problem with many kind sugges-
tions. The author also would like to thank Dr. J. Noguchi for indicating the
reference [16]. Finally we would like to thank Professor S.R.S. Varadhan to
whom we owe a probabilitsic proof of Theorem 6.1 and who permitted us to
publish this proof.
2. Lifted diffusion and a formula for the integral of 1-form along
the path. In this section, for later use, we summarize several facts about the
integral of 1-form along the path of a diffusion on a Riemannian manifold. Let
M be a rf-dimensional (d^2) connected orientable Riemannian manifold with
the Riemannian metric g. Let A be the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Set L=
A/2+6, where b is a C°° vector field on M. Let X=(XtiPxyx^M) be the minimal
diffusion corresponding to L. Denote by f the life time of X. We always
assume the following condition:
(A) P,(f = oo) = 1, for any x^M.
Let O(M) be the bundle of orthonormal frames on M and n\ O(M)->Mbe
the natural projection. We write r=(xye)y where x=7t(r) and e is an ortho-
normal frame at x. Let L(M) be the bundle of linear frames. Let (x1, •••,#*) be
a local coordinate system on U. Then any frame e=(ely '~yed) at x can be written
as
It is easy to see that (ac1, •••,#*, (e{)y l^iyj^d) is a local coordinate system of L(M).
Note that if (x,e)^O(M), then (*?}) satisfies the following relation
The diffusion process X corresponding to L can be constructed as follows.
Let F be an affine connection on M compatible with the Riemannian metric g
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corresponding to b in the sense of Ikeda-Watanabe [9. Chap. 5, §4]. Let Bt=
(B), "',Bi) be a Brownian motion on Rd. Consider the following stochastic dif-
ferential equation.
J2j)
de){t) = - 2
P9 = l
where T^ is the coefficients of T and r,=(X;>}(*)) (cf. Ikeda-Watanabe [9]).
By solving this, we obtain a diffusion process r=(rt,Prfr^O(M)), where Pr is the
probability law of the diffusion process r. The probability law of the process
Xt=7c(rt) depends only on x=7t(r), which we call Px. The diffusion cor-
responding to L is given by X=(Xt,Px,x^M).
For the diffusion X, we can define the integral of 1-forms along the path as
in [8]. We sketch here the definition. First we consider a simple case. Let
U and V be coordinate neighborhoods with UaV. Let a be a smooth 1-form
on M such that supp(a) C U. Define the sequences of stopping times {an},
{rn} as follows.
a = cro = inf {t;Xt$V}y r = r0 = inf {t; Xt e 17} 2> ,
<?n = T n + O - o 0 T n 9 Tn = ( T n + T o 6 ' ^ ^ fl = 1 , 2 , ••• ,
where 0 is the shift operator of the process X. We define the integral of a
along the path as follows.
5 ^ CTn/\t d
For the general case, we define \ a using a partition of unity. We shall omit
Jxto.tl
the details, see [8].
Next we state a formula for the integral of 1-form along the path. Let a be
any smooth 1-form on M. Then we have the following formula
(2.2) \ a = f 2 a,(r.)dBl,+ \\a(b)-± Sa) (Xs)ds ,
where (ai(r), --,ad(r)) is the scalarization of a and S is the adjoint operator of d
(see [8],[9]).
3. Intersection number of the path of a diffusion and a (rf—1)-
chain. In this section, we shall define the intersection number of the path of
diffusion and a (d— l)-chain by using the integral of 1-form along the path of
2) We set inf 0=oo.
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diffusion. We retain the assumptions and notations in section 2.
First let us recall the expression of the usual intersection number I*(c,cf) of
a 1-form c and a {d— l)-chain cr. We refer to de Rham [4] for the details. Let
3) be the space of square integrable 1-currents. Let 3)u 2)2 and 3)z be the sub-
spaces of S) consisting of currents which are homologous to zero, cohomologous
to zero and harmonic, respectively. Then ^ = ^ i + ^ 2 + - ® 3 - Let HlyH2 and H3
be the orthogonal projections on <3)l9 W2 and £DZy respectively. Denote by S) the
space of currents which is continuous in mean at infinity. We extend the operator
Hi on 3) as follows. For T<=$) and <\><=3) f) C°°, we set
{HiT,4>) = {T,H$), i = l , 2 , 3 .
The current i/,T(/=l,2,3) is again continuous in mean at infinity. It is known
that every current T E ^ is decomposed as follows.
(3.1) T = HXT+H2T+H3T .
Let K(xyy) be the kernel of Hx (see [4. p. 170]). We denote by e(x,y) the adjoint
form of hifay):
(3.2) e(x,y) =
where *y is the adjoint operator with respect to y.
REMARK 3.1. Since h^x.y) is C°° except on the diagonal set, e(x,y) is also C°°
off the diagonal set.
Now let c and c' be a 1-chain and a {d— l)-chain respectively such that
(3.3) {c(\Qc')\J(dcVlc') = 4>.
Then the intersection number I*(cyc') of a 1-chain c and a (d— l)-chain c' can be
written of the form
(3.4) I*(c,e')=\ [ e(x,y)-\ \ e(x,y).
Although e(xyy) has singularity on the diagonal set, the above integral is well-
defined. Indeed, it is known that I e(x,y) is a C°° (d— l)-form iny for y&dc.
f f
So the iterated integral I \ e(x,y) has the meaning if c' fl dc=$. Similarly,
Jy(=c'JxGc
the second term of the right hand side of (3.4) is also well-defined if dcf r\c=<}>
(see de Rham [4. §33]).
To define the intersection number I(X[09t]9c) of the path of diffusion and a
(d— l)-chain c, we need a more explicit formula for I*(c,c'). For this, we need
the following two lemmas. Let A be the Hodge-Kodaira's Laplacian acting on
1-forms.
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Lemma 3.1 (de Rham [4. §30]). Given a sufficiently small domain U, there
exists a double current y(x,y) on UxU such that
(i) for any differential 1-form ft, the equation
Aa = fi on U
has a solution a given by
(ii) y(x,y) has the following properties.
(a) Ifx±ythenAsy(x,y)=O*>
(b) y(x,y) is C°° off the diagonal set of UxU.
We call y(xyy) an elementary solution.
Following lemma shows that h^x^y) can be written in terms of 7.
Lemma 3.2. Let U be a domain determined by Lemma 3.1. Let <r(x,y) he
a C°° function on UxU with (i) supp(cr) is contained in a neighborhood W of the
diagonal set of UxU, (ii) O^o-^l, (iii) a(x,y)=l on a neighborhood W\dW) of
the diagonal set and (iv) cr(x,y)=cr(yyx). We set ty'=aty. Then there exists C°°
double l-form ty(x,y) such that for x,y^. U (x+y),
(3.5) *(*, y) = dx8s*,y'(x, y)+*y^(x, y).
Proof, (see de Rham [4]) Let I \ the operator having the kernel y'(x>y).
Then we have Ar1=/— F2, where F2 is a smoothing operator. Comparing the
^-closed part, we have dxSxrY'(x,y)=h1(x,y)—'y]r(xfy), where ty is the ^ -closed
part of 72. Since yjr is C°°, the proof is completed.
REMARK 3.2. Since ty is smooth, we have
(3.6) I*(c,c')=\ \ dA*y7'(x,y)-\ \ dA*,f\x,y),
forcyc'C.U.
We need one more lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let c be a finite C°° (d—l)-chain. For any t>0, set
Then we have
(3.7) PstfKc, t)) = 1, for any
Proof. Let {[//}, {Vj} be finite open coverings of c such that (i)
3) In general, for an operator A, Axf(x,y) means that A operates on x-variable.
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is a coordinate neighborhood (ii) UjdVj. Define the sequences of stopping
times
cry = inf {t; X& Fy}, ry = inf {t; XtG Uj} ,
By using local coordinate it is sufficient to consider on Rd. We can show that,
the diffusion X does not hit d(Vj fk). Therefore X does not hit fc. On the
other hand, the minimal fundamental solution p(t,xyy) for djdt—L (cf. [14]) is
continuous in y. So we have Px(X(t)r\c=(j>)=l. Combining these two facts
with x<£c, we have (3.7).
Now we proceed to define the intersection number I(X[0,t]),c) of the path
of diffusion X and a (d—l)-chain c. By Lemma 3.1, we have for any yEzc, there
exist domains Uy and Vy such that (i) y^Uyf UyaVy (ii) Vy is an £-neighbor-
hood of Uy and (iii) an elementary solution y(x,y) exists on Vy. Since c is
compact, we can choose a finite number of points yu •••,ym^c such that cd (J U{
(we set Ui=Uy.). Choose py on VjX V}- (Vj=Vyj), (j=l, •••,w) as in Lemma
3.2 and set Vj(x,y)==pj(x,y)yj(x,y), j=l9-••>**. Let <j>jyj=l> — ,ro, be a C°°
function of ^  with (i) supp (^JcFy, (ii) <£y=l on C/y and (iii) O^^y^ l on M.
Note that if we set
then Fj(x,y) is a smooth 1-form of x for j E t f] Uj.
Therefore the integral I Fj{x,yf) is well-defined as the integral
of 1-form along the path ([8]), where aN(c)=in{{s^O; dist(X,, dc)^l/N}y N=
1,2, •••. Now we define for y^cf] Uj
/»
te{x,y) = Sx*yy'(XtMM(c),y)-Sx*,7'(X0, y)
It is easy to see that this integral does not depend on the choice of {<£,}.
The integral (3.8) is smooth in y^cf] Uj for P^-a.s.co (cf. de Rham [4. §33. p.
171]). So the integral \ I e(x,y) is well-defined. Define
iyecnuj}xexlo,tA<rj!r(c)l
IN(X[0,t],c) by
/^[0,/],i:) = f!{[ ( e(x,y)
f f
— I \ e(x,y)}y Px-2i.s.
J xe=xlo,tA<rjy(c)]J yEic n Uj
4) For a double 1-form a(ar,y), \ «( ,^3^) means the integral of 1-form ^(',y) in x along
the path of X.
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The second term of (3.9) is also well-defined as the integral of 1-form along the
path, since I e(x,y) is a C°° 1-form in x for x^d(cf] Uj) (cf. de Rham [4.
J yGcftUj
§33. p. 171]).
REMARK 3.3. As in Remark 3.2, IN(X[O,t],c) can be written of the form
IN(X[0, t], c) = £ {{ (S,*/y'(X,A^(c),;y)-S,*/y'(Z0,:y))
(3.10)
We have the following
Lemma 3.4. If x&c, then there exists a limit I(X[0,t],c):
I(X[0, t], c) = lim IN(X[0, t], c), P,-a.s.
Proof. Define the subset flc tfN of by ilejiN= {co^tl; aN(co)>t}. Then by
CO
Lemma 3.3, we have Px(Cl(cyt) fl U Q-c t JV) = 1- F° r co^£l(c,t) nn c / J V , we have
t A a- *'(<:) (to)=^ for iV' ^  iV. Therefore /^<X[0, f], c) is independent of N' ^ iV.
Thus there exists a limit 7(X[0, *],<:)=lim /^(^[O,/],^), P,-a.s.
DEFINITION. We call the above limit I(X[0yt],c) the intersection number
of the path of diffusion and a (d— l)-chain c.
To clarify the relation between the above intersection number and the usual
one, we shall show the following approximation theorem. Choose locally finite
open coverings {Wn}n(=N, {Un}n€=N and {Vn}n€=N of M which satisfy the following
conditions:
( i ) For any n^N, Wn is a coordinate neighborhood,
(ii) ForanyrceiV, UnaVnaVnc:Wn.
(iii) For any nEiN and x,y€zWn, there exists a unique minimal geodesic ryx y
such that 7,fiy(0)=#! rYx,y(^)=y and {yXty{s); O^s^ 1} c Wn. Let o-M ^ and rnk be
the stopping times defined by
tru = inf{t;Xt&Vn}9 rn = inf {*; J5T,e C/^}, 0 - ^ = 0,
=l ,2 , - . - , and*=0, l ,—.
(w)={O=rt")<rfl")<—} be a subdivision of [0, oo) and 7?(m)={0=s<bm)<
s[m)<-"} be the refinement of n(m) obtained by adding {a-nk}nk and {rnk}nk.
Let Xm be the polygonal geodesic whose restriction on [s[m\ 4+\] is the minimal
geodesic joining Xs^) and Xjff^
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Lemma 3.5. Xw[0,£] can be regarded as a C°° singular l-chain Cm\
.W 2 S J ( ) , ^
(3.11)
Cmtk{s) = Xm{{sWl-s^
and the following equality holds,
(3.12) \ a = I a, for any l-form a.
Proof. This lemma follows from the following fact: Let/0, / i , / 2 : [0,*]-*
M be singular 1-chains such that
^
 f
°
r
 ° = * = 'o,
toW-to))9 for ^ 0 ^ 5 ^ ^ , ( 0 « b < 0 ,
then/0 is homologous tofi-^-f2 (cf. Spanier [19]).
By this lemma, the usual intersection number I*(Xm[0,tAcrN(cy]yc)=
I*(Cm[0ftA<rN(c)],c) is already defined. Now we have the following approxima-
tion theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let c be a finite C°° {d—\)-chain and x&c. Then there
exists a subsequence ml<m2<-" f °° such that
(3.13) Urn I*(Xmi[0, tA<rN(c)l c) = IN(X[0, t], c), P,-a.s.
Proof. Since \ dx8x*yY(xyy) is a smooth l-form (in x), by the approx-
imation theorem (see [8]), there exists a subsequence {mk} such that
dx8s*,y'(x,y)
( ( *yY(x9y)9 P,-a.s.,
y=l , - ,Z . On the other hand, 8x*yY(XmJ,tAaN{c)\y)-hx*yy\XmJ,%y) con-
verges to $s*yVXX(tAvN(c))yy)—hx*9vXX(%y) uniformly my (Gc n Uj). There-
fore we have
By Remark 3.2 and Remark 3.3, we have (3.13).
Using this theorem, we can show that 7(X[0,£],c) has similar properties as
the usual intersection number.
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Proposition 3.1. I(X[0,t],c) has the following properties for almost all co
( i ) If x$LCl{jc2> then
= X1I(X[O9t]yc1)+X2I(X[O,t]yc2)y X
(ii) If c is a cycle, then I(X[Qyt]yc) depends only on the homology class of X[0yi\.
(iii) IfX[Oyt]r\c=cj>ythenI(X[Oyt]yc)=O.
(iv) If c is a (d—l)-chain with Z-coefficients, then I(X[0,t],c) is an integer.
Proof. In the proof, we write {m} for {ntj} in Theorem 3.1 and omit the
term almost surely (Px). To prove (i), let o-N=<rN(c1)AcrN(c2). Then we have
I*(XM[0,tA<rN], \
By Theorem 3.1 we obtain
IN(X[0yt]y Xa+Xte) = XiIN(X[0,tA<rN]yc1)+X2IN(X[0,tA*Nlc2).
Letting N->°°, in view of Lemma 3.4, we have
I(X[0yt]y
For (ii), we consider co which belongs to £l(c, t) f] £lettfN. It is known that
I*(Xm[0,t],c) depends only on the homology class of Xw[0,^] (see de Rham [4]).
Let X[0y t] be homologous to a C°° singular 1-chain i/r. Since Xm[0, t] is homotopic
to X[0,£] for sufficiently large m> Xm[0,t] is homologous to X[0,£]. Therefore
Xm[0yt] is homologous to ^ for sufficiently large m. So there exists a C°° singular
2-chain ^ such that ^ [ 0 , ^ = ^ + 3 ^ . This implies that I*(Xm[0,t],c)=
/*(i/r,^) for sufficiently large m. By letting m->ooy in view of Theorem 3.1, we
have /(JT[O,^],t:)=/*(T/r,^), which proves (ii). Next we show (iii). If ^T[O,J] f]
c=(j>, then for sufficiently large m, it holds that Xm\O,t]f]c=(j). This leads to
I*(Xm[0,t],c)=0. Using Theorem 3.1, we have I(X[09t],c)=0. Finally let c
be a (d— l)-chain with Z-coefficients. Then we have I*(Xm[0,t A<rN(c)],c)GZ.
By Theorem 3.1, we have IN(X[0, t],c)<^Z. Letting N->oo, w e have I(X[0, t],c)
y which proves (iv).
4. Asymptotic behavior of the homological position (I). Throughout
this section, we assume that (Myg) is a compact connected orientable Riemannian
manifold. In this section, we shall study the asymptotic behavior of the each of
the homological position of the path. First we give the definition of the homo-
logical position of X[0,£]. Let cl9*"9ck be a basis of the (d— l)-dimensional
homology group Hd.x(M) of M, where &=dim Hj^M). Let c{, ~*,ci be a basis
of 1-dimensional homology group H^M) of M. For any point x,y&My we
choose a smooth curve $xy such that <f>x ,y(0)=x9 ^xy(Y)=y and <j>x y(0> l)fl (J
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Ci=(f). Set C= {(f>x>y\ x,y^M}. We make a cycle -5T[0,£] as a sum of chains:
where ylrX(t),x(o)(s)=4>x(t),x(o)(slt), O^s^t. Then the cycle X[0,t] can be written
of the form
where the equality means the both sides are homologous.
DEFINITION. We call (#i(*)i "*>#*(0) ^ e homological position of X[0yt]
with respect to ({ct}, {c<}, C) (or ({cfi, C) for short).
Before proceeding to study the asymptotic behavior of the homological posi-
tion, we discuss the relation between the stochastic intersection number and the
homological position of the path. To do this, we rewrite the stochastic inter-
section number. Let A be the Hodge-Kodaira's Laplacian acting on 1-forms.
There exists a unique operator G (called Green operator) such that G/3 is the
solution of
Aa = P-H&,
Hza = 0,
where H3 was the operator defined in section 2. This leads to the orthogonal
decomposition
(3 =
Since G has a kernel g(x,y), we have (with the same notation in section 2)
hi(x> y)=dx$xg(x>y) • Using
dx8xg(x9y) = -
we can show that the formula (3.6) is written as
I*(c,c')=\ J $,*£(x,y)+\ [ Sx*yg(x,y)
Jx^cJy^dc' Jy(=c'Jx&ic
cJ y^c'
(cf. de Rham [4. §33. p. 174]).
Now the kernel hz of Hz can be written as follows. Let hu*",hk be an or-
thonormal basis of the one-dimensional cohomology group H\M) (k=dimH1(M)).
Then hz(x,y) can be written as h3(x9y)=2jihj(x)hj(y). Let cu "-,ck be a basis of
the (d—l)-dimensional homology group Hd_1(M). We consider the intersection
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number I(X[0yt]yCi) of -ST[O,£] and c{. Let Q be a countable dense subset of
(0, oo) and Clo= fl PI £l(ciyi). We note that by Lemma 3.1, if x& \jciy then
l = l / G ( 3 1 = 1
Px(£l0)=l. Using (4.1), we can write I(X[0yt]yCi) more convenient form.
Lemma 4.1. For any o)E(]0 and for each z=l , •••,&,
(4.2) I(X[09i],Ci) =
where a{i) = \ *yh3(x,y).
Proof. Noting 9 Q = 0 , we have by (4.1)
IN(X[0,tlc{) = j *,Srf(*>y) ' r r^ ( C ' ) ) + L«[b#Acr (c-)]a(° "
Letting N-+oot we obtain (4.2).
Now we can state the relation between the stochastic intersection number
and the homological position of the path.
Proposition 4.1. Let c{y •••jCi be a basis of H^M) corresponding to a{l), -•-,
a
(k\ that is, \ ,a(y)=S,-y, i,j=l, m",k. Let (x^t), "-,xk(t)) be the homological posi-
tion of X[Q,t] with respect to ({ci}, {c[},C). Then we have for x$ [}Ci
(4.3) Px(Xi(t) = I(X[09t]9Ci)9 i = 1, ...,*, ttEQ) = 1 .
Proof. Let X[O,t]=X[O,t]+^x(t)tX(o). Since I(X[0,tlct)=I{X[^tlct),
using (4.2), we have
(4.4)
On the other hand, since
xi(t)=[ a(l)=
xlojl
comparing this with (4.2), by (4.4) we have (4.3).
Now we proceed to study the limit behavior of x^t). Setfi(x)=a(t)(b) (x)9
i=l, '"fk. We note that a(i) is a harmonic 1-form and /,- is a C°° function on
M(i=lf •••,&). Let JJ, be the invariant measure of X with fi(M)=l. Let R be
the potential operator:
Rf(*)=\"(T,f(x)-j)dt,
Jo
xm =*(!>)-f (a).
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where Ttf(x)=Ex[f(Xt)],f(EC°°(M) and / = ( f{x)^{dx) (cf. [22]).
J M
Theorem 4.1. (1) B E ^ = / ; , i = 1, •••,&.
(2) /n case fi=0, we have
= a,.,
l/2
fi£ &L= = Jim ^ L =
/->«• V 2 rfoglog* '->°° v 2 flog log*
where n{ is constant defined by
^+dRfh aM+dRfiX
and < , > (#) denotes the inner product of Tf(M).
Before proceeding to the proof, we state remarks.
REMARK 4.1. Let M be a compact Riemann surface with genus #(^1).
Let (AiyAK+i)i==1...>Ki be a canonical homology basis and (a{i\aiK+i))i=lt...tK be the
corresponding 1-forms:
(
 jj
We take fo} and {^} as follows: Ci=AK+h l^i^x, =Ai_K, fc+l^i^lft and
£f=^4;, l<^i<^2/c. Intuitively, Theorem 4.1 implies the following. Denote by
Ci the hole corresponding to {AiyAK+^ i=l, •••,*;. For simplicity, we set CK+i
= Cf-,*=l, •••,*;.
If f a ( 0 (6) (^(£&)>0 (or <0), then for almost all co(Px), the path X[0,*]
winds Ct infinitely often in the positive (or negative) direction along A{. If
J a(i)(b)(x)fjb(dx)=O, then for almost all co(Px), the path Jf[O,£] winds C{ in-M
finitely often in both directions along A{.
REMARK 4.2. (i) In the above theorem, we can give examples for which
each of two cases really occurs.
(ii) If X is symmetric with respect to some measure v, then only the case
(2) of Theorem 4.1 can occur.
For the proof, we note that has a density q(x) with respect to the Rieman-
nian volume m and q satisfies the following equation:
[ Lu(x)q(x)tn(dx)=O, for any u<=C°°(M). It follows that 8(q/3—hlq)=0,
where /3 is the 1-form such that j3x is the dual element of bx for any
Therefore q/3 s can be written
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(4.7) q(3=-~-dqJrh(3lJr(32y where fii is a 2-form and /32 is a harmonic l-form6).
Then we have/,=(a ( 0 , /32), where (a,/8)= ( <a,/3>(x)m(dx). Since a(1), — ,<*<*>
is a basis of ^ ( M ) , for prescrived real numbers au •••,#£, we can choose a har-
monic 1-form /32 so that (a(t\/3)=aiy which proves (i). To prove (ii), we note
that the symmetricity of X implies 8/3i=/32=0 in (4.7). Thus we have fi=0,
i=l,-,k.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since x^t) is of the form
it is sufficient to consider \ a^l\ Moreover since a(I) is harmonic, it holds
Jxlo.tl
Sa(i)=0 and by virtue of (2,2), we have
(4.8) ( /'•> = ± [
Jxloj] j=i Jo
By the ergodic theorem, we have
(4.9)
d
 V •Set M(t)=^2 \ c^(jt\rs)dBJs. Then M is a continuous martingale and its quadratic
i=i Jo
variational process <M>(£) is
So by the ergodic theorem
(4.10) l i m < M > ( ^ = f < a ( I ) , a ( I ) > ( ^ H r f x ) =
 P / .
'->*» / J M
Since (hu--,hk) is an orthonormal basis of H\M), we get p*>0. By the re-
presentation theorem for continuous martingales, there exists a one-dimensional
Brownian motion B(t) such that
(4.11) M(t) =
Using the law of the iterated logarithm for £, (4.10) and (4.11), we have
(4.12) Rm , MM
 = -Km
/>-V2rioglog^ '>~ flog log*
Combining (4.8), (4.9) and (4.12), we have
6) The use of the Hodge-Kodaira's decomposition for qft is due to S. Watanabe.
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which proves (1). Next we show (2). If / = 0 , then Rf{ is a smooth bounded
function and satisfy the equation LRfi{x)——fi{x). Therefore by using It6's
formula, we have
where e\ is a coordinate of orthonormal frames (see §2). The quadratic varia-
tional process of the second term of the right hand side of (4.13) is
(cf. Ikeda-Manabe [8]). By the ergodic theorem, we have
(4.14)
Here af-4=0, in fact if ^.=0, then <a(i)+dRfha(i)+dRfi>(x) = 0. Thus a(i)+
dRfi = 0. From this, we conclude that a(0==0. In fact, if/f-==0, then ^ = 0.
In case/,-^0, the above equality implies a(i) is exact. Since a(t) is harmonic, it
follows that a(ft) = 0. This is a contradiction. So we have fl,-4=0. Taking into
account that Rf^X^—RflX^) is bounded, we have
(4.15) fim (2 *loglog*)~1/2[ a ( 0
= - l i m (2t loglogt)-^ (
 r a
(
" = a,-,
*•>«> J^[o,f]
which proves the assertion (2).
5. Covering motions. In this section, we prepare several known facts
about covering motions on normal covering surfaces of M, since in the next
section, covering motions on Abelian covering surfaces play an important role.
We refer to Ahlfors-Sario [1] for covering surfaces of a Riemann surface and
to It6-McKean [10] for covering motions on covering surfaces. Throughout
this section, we assume that (M,g) is a two-dimensional compact connected
orientable Riemannian manifold with genus /c(^l). Under this assumption,
(M,g) can be regarded as a compact Riemann surface with genus K by taking
isothermal coordinates.
Let M be a normal covering surface of M. Let (5= r^1(A4r) be its fundamental
group and V be its covering transformation group. It is known that F ^
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Let no: M-+M be the natural projection. Trg is a local conformal mapping. As
is described in It6-McKean [10. Chap. 7], we can define a covering Brownian
motion X=(XuPz,x^M) on M by continuation along X.
By using the uniformization theorem, we can give a concrete construction
of covering motions (in case #2^2). We begin with the following
Lemma 5.1 (Levy, see [14]). Let (Myg) and {Mr,g') be compact, connected
and orientable Riemannian manifolds of dimension two. We regard them Riemann
surfaces. Assume that they are conformally equivalent. Let f be a conformal
homeomorphism of M onto M'. Let X and X' be Brownian motions on M and M',
respectively. Thenf~\Xr) can be obtained by a time change of X.
Following lemma is well-known (see Springer [20]).
Lemma 5.2. Let K^.2. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between
normal covering surfaces of M and normal subgroups G of n^M) in such a way that
G {conformally equivalent), where H is the upper-half plane and G
Now we proceed to construct a Brownian motion on a normal covering
surface M of M (in case fc^2). By the above two lemmas, it is sufficient to con-
sider the case M=G\H, G^7tx{M). Let g be the Poincare metric in H. Then
the distance d(x,j}) of x and j> in H is of the form
(5.1)
and satisfies
(5.2) d(yJt,y$) = d(AJ) for
Let G be a normal subgroup of G and M be the corresponding covering surface
of M. Let PG: H->M and p: H->M be the natural projections. Since pg
and p are local diflfeomorphisms, we can give the Riemannian metrics gc and g on
M and M, respectively, by the pull-back of g. Let A# be the Laplace-Beltrami
operator corresponding to g and let p(t,x,$) be the fundamental solution of the
heat equation (see [IS):
(5.3)
Let X=(Xt, Pi, i e f f ) be the diffusion process corresponding to A#/2 i.e.
Brownian motion on H. Denote by D and D(G) fundamental domains of G and
G, respectively. Define
(5.4) pM(t,x,y) =
where x,$^D and x=p(x)yy— p(j>). ThenpM(t,x,y) is the minimal fundamental
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solution of d/dt AM. Similarly define
(5.5) pa(t,*>y) = 'Ej(t,*,7fi),
where xJ<=D(G) and X=ps(Jt), j>=pg(j>). Then p%(t, X,y) is the minimal fun-
damental solution of d/dt AM. Let X and X be the diffusion processes on
M and M defined by Xt=p(Xt) and Xt=pG(Xt), t^O, respectively. Then the
transition probability densities of X and X are pM and pM> respectively. X and
X are nothing but a Brownian motion on M and a covering Brownian motion
on My respectively.
6. Asymptotic behavior of homological position (II). Throughout
this section, X=(XtyPxyx^M) is a Brownian motion on a two-dimensional
compact connected Riemannian manifold (M,g) with genus #(^1). We for-
mulate our problem as follows (cf. Arnold-Avez [2. Appendix 16]). Let (Ai9
AK+i), *=1, •••,#, be a canonical homology basis and a(i\a(K+i\ z=l , •••,#, be
the harmonic 1-forms corresponding to Ah AK+iy respectively, i.e.
JAj
We define {c{} and {^} as in Remark 4.1: Ci=AK+i, l^x^ic , =-4l-_JC, te
2K and ^=^4,-, 1^/^2/c. Consider the homological position (x^t), ••*,x2K(^ )) of
with respect to ({c,-}, {^},C) defined in section 4.
DEFINITION. Let iV be any integer with l<^N^2/c and let l^*i
iN^2K, We call the path of X winds (Aiv ~',Aij!f) homologically if
lim 2 *,-x(02 = oo, P^-a.s.
We shall prove
Theorem 6.1. X winds (Aiiy-"yAiN) homologically if and only if
Especially the path of X winds (Alf "'yA2K) homologically if and only if K^2.
Proof. Note that (M,g) can be regarded as a compact Riemann surface with
genus fc by taking isothermal coordinates. Denote I=(h, ••*,^)- Let M(I) be
( p . CPa(il\ •••, i a{i^) is single-valued
_ PQ JPo
(seeTsuji [21. Chap. X. §15]). Let n^ M{I)->M be the natural projection.
For any curve 7 in M starting at p0, set ^7(7)=(1 a(il\ •••, \ a(f^}). Let p0 be a
j y J y
point of M(I) which lies over p0, i.e. 7rI(p0)=p0. Note that, for the lift y(I) of 7
starting at pOy it holds that
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Since this depends only on the end point p of 7(7), we can define a mapping
<t/(j5) from M{I) into RN by <&IQi)='tyl(y). ^ / is a continuous mapping from M(I)
into RN. Because M{I) is a normal covering surface of M, we can define a cover-
ing Brownian motion Xx of X as in section 5. Now let
= t r «<", * = 1, -,2k and f,(0 = (£,(*), - , ?,Jt)).
L^ 1-0
 ft J
Then we obtain
(6.1)
Indeed, let Xn be a polygonal approximation of X and set
mo=jxJ. ,«(°, m o = c m -. mo) •
Because Xn is piecewise smooth, it holds that Y(In\t)=<i>I(Xn(t)). On the other
hand, note that there exists a positive integer nQ(co) such that Xn[0, t] and X[Q, t]
are homologous for n^n0(co). Since a(I) is harmonic, T^i) depends only on the
homology class of X[0,£] (see [7]), so we have ?/(*)= Y/M)(0 for n^n0(co). Hence
(6.1) holds. By the definition of M(I) ([1], Chap. 1]), we see that for any compact
set K of *7(i0(/)), there exists a compact set K of M(I) such that <t7(M(/)\i?)c:
RN\K. By using this fact and (6.1), we can easily see that the continuous sto-
chastic process Yx tends to infinity or not with probability one i.e., 11 ?/(*)! P""*00
or not a.s. as £-^oo according as Xt is transient or not. Since each x{(t) differs
from Ti(t) by only a bounded term (*"=1, •••,2/c), X winds (Aiiy •••,^4,>) homolo-
gically or not according as Y/ tends to infinity or not with probability one. Hence
X winds (Aiit •••,^ 4Iivr) homologically if and only if Xt is transient. If K= 1, then
M{I)=R2 for J=(l ,2) . Therefore in this case, ^ is nothing but a time change
of a two-dimensional Brownian motion. So X/ is recurrent, that is X does not
wind (AUA2). Now let /e^2. In this case, since M(I) is a normal covering
surface of M, there exists the transition probability density pM(I) of J?/ as is given
by (5.5). For simplicity, write pT for pMyy Set
(6.2)
Then it holds that (i) £7(£,;p)= °°, or (ii) <§f7(^,^)<co, for x^y. Moreover, in
this case, gT is the Green function of M(I) (for the definition of the Green func-
tion, see [21. p. 18]). By virtue of the result of [11] and Theorem 6C of [1],
we see that the case (i) is equivalent to the recurrence of Xt and the case (ii) is
7) IWI=(2(y)2)1'2 for
 y=(
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equivalent to the transience of Jf7. Let us recall that the type of a Riemann sur-
face is hyperbolic (resp. parabolic) if there exists (resp. does not exist) a Green
function. In view of this, it remains to determine the type of M(I). Applying
the following theorem due to Mori to our situation, that is, F=M(I) and r=N,
the proof of Theorem 6.1 is completed.
Mori's theorem ([16]). Let F be an Abelian covering surface of M whose
covering transformation group T(F) has rank r. Then F is hyperbolic if and
only ifr^S.
In case /c^2, using a concrete form of the transition probability density, we
have the following result.
REMARK 6.1. Let * ^ 2 . Then by Lemma 5.2, M^G\H(G^7rx(M)). Gis
a Fuchsian group whose fundamental domain D is compact. It holds that M(I)
is parabolic according as 2 | | y | r 2 = < » , where \\y\\2=a2+b2+c2+d2, rY=[
7eS ^ \ c a
and G is the normal subgroup of G corresponding to M(I).
Proof. Let gi{%^) be the function given by (6.2). In view of (5.5), we
S oop(ty xy yfydt. Fix a positive number
a0. Since j){7G(5; d(jkfyj>)<ao} < oo (see Lehner [12. p. 117]), we have only to
examine the series 2 \ p(f> $> V$)dt, where G1= {j^G; rf(i,7J>)^#o}- By a
formula of Laplace transform (see [5]), we have
(6.3) \ftt,*,tS)dt = 7VTLJ,7J)Vcosh 6-cosh "
In view of the following inequalities
, . } . ^e-"'\ for b>a,
vcosh b— cosh a
and
vcosh b— cosh a V l—e *ao Vb—a
we have
(6.4)
where K is a positive constant depends only on a0. Using the inequality
(5.2) and the triangular inequality, we have
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(6.5) C
where C=exp{d(£, V— l)+d(V— l,j>)}. By these two inequalities (6.4) and
(6.5), it follows that
which proves our assertion.
REMARK 6.2. We can consider the homotopic behavior. Let -^[0,£] as be-
fore. Let <TI, •••,o-2K be a generator of nx{M). We write ^[O,fl=a-yJ"-a-J{(fi, •••,
£ / = ± l ) , where the equality means that -XT[O,£] and ov}'"°V{ are homotopic. Set
/(*) - min{/; X[0,*] - crjj-o-j,', £ i , - , £ | = ±1} .
We call /(£) the length of X[0yf\. We say that the path of X winds homotopic
if the length of ^[0,£] tends to infinity as t-*°°.
(i) If /c=l, then n^M) is isomorphic to Hx{M)y the problem is the same as the
homological behavior.
(ii) In case /c>l, then the path of X winds homotopic. In fact, since the
Brownian motion X on H approaches to the boundary of H, the length of X[0, t]
tends to infinity as J-> °o.
Before closing this section, we present a probabilistic proof of Theorem
6.1, which is due to Professor S.R.S. Varadhan.8)
In the sequel, we write T(t) for Tr(t) and aU) for a(^° C/=l, —,N) for sim-
plicity. Let Y(t;y)=y+ T(t), Zt=(Xtt Yt) and Px,y(Z.^A)=Px((X.,y+ y.)e
^4). Then Z=(Zt,Pxy) is a diffusion process on MxRN. We give a canonical
coordinate {yl, ---,yN) in i ^ . If ((x1,^2), C/) be any local coordinate system on M,
then the generator of Z on C2(UxRN) is given by
where a*f(x)=W\ aa)>(x), bij(x)=jl aY\x)gjl(x). We set a(x)=(aiJ(x)). We
note that tf'7(#) is invariant under the changes of local coordinate (xl,x2). Without
loss of generality, we can assume
(6.6) ( <«(•>, a^>(x)m(dx) = SiJt i,j = 1, -,N.
J M
Indeed, for given Au-"yANy it is sufficient to take a suitable 1-chains Bu---,
BN such that corresponding 1-forms fi(i\ l^i^N, satisfies (6.6) by Schmidt
orthogo nalization.
8) Private communication.
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First we show the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let X>0 and Yx(t\\/~Xy)=Y(Xt\\/"Xy)l\/^x. Denote by
W the space of continuous functions from [0, oo) into RN. Let P^
 y be the probability
measure on W induced by YA. Then P^ y converges weakly to the probability measure
of N-dimensional Brownian motion Py. This convergence is uniform in x^M and
y^Kfor any compact set K in RN.
Proof. Set 0=(9ly '",0N)^RN. By Ito's formula
exp[i<fl, Y ( X * ; ^ X y b-K0,y>+ f 2 [
is a Px ^ -martingale. So we have
By the ergodic theorem, we have
— [
X Jo
where a=(aij) and aij= 1 aij(x)m(dx)=Sij. Thus we obtain
J M
(6.7) limEXi,[e \ V X/] = exp [~±<8, a6>+i<6, y>\ •
By martingale inequality, there exists a positive constant C such that
(6.8) sup *
Therefore P^
 y converges weakly to Pr Next we show the uniformity of con-
vergence. We shall show that
(6.9) lim sup \m,[f]-EF'lf]\ = 0,
for any bounded continuous function/on W. Suppose (6.9) does not hold for
some / e C( W). Then there exist S > 0 and X2 < X2 < • • • < \n | oo such that
(6.10) sup \E*:,[f]-EP'lf}\^e9 it = 1 , 2 , . . . .
Note that ^i.^t/]—E^9[f\ is continuous in (^,3^). Indeed, it is sufficient to
show that Ex?y[f] is continuous in (x, y). Let xm->x0 and ym-^y0. Then by
virtue of (6.8), there exists a subsequence (xm(j), ym(j)) such that P^c ymCD con-
verges weakly to some Q. But by the strong Feller property of Xy we see that
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the finite dimensional distribution of O is Pi"„ . So Q=P".. . This implies
the continuity of E}%[f]. Therefore there exist xn^M, yn^K such that
We can choose subsequences {#„(,-)} and {yn(j)} such that they converge to
some points x0 and yQ9 respectively. Then we have
This contradicts to (6.10), which proves the lemma.
Now we proceed to prove the theorem. Let Tn be the stopping time defined
by
T. = inf {t; 117,11 = 2"-1 or 2»+1} , n = 1, 2, - ,
where \\y\\=<y, y>1/2 for y e i J ^ . Define «.(*, y) = P, i/||y(T,)||=2"+1). Set
y M (^ )= y ( 2 ^) andT^=inf(f; | |y,(Q||=— or 2}, then it holds that
(6.11) rB = 22»T^ FB(T^) = y(T.)/2"
and
(6.12) un{x,y) = P
Proof of Theorem. Case of iV^3. First we note that each point of
the set A={X^LRN\ \\x\\=2~l or ||^||=2} is a regular point (of the Brownian
motion) for A. Set T(W)=mf {t; \\w(r)\\=2~1 or 2} for w^W. Since the set
L W; | |W(T)| |=2~1} is a P^-continuity set, using Lemma 6.1, we have
(6.13) lim
 i esup |= i |P,^+./||yT,+1|| = 2 " ) - ^ I K T ) | | = 2"1)! = 0 .
Therefore, since i V ^ 3 , by using (6.13) and the well-known formula
Py(\Hr)\\=2-1)=(\\y\\2-N-22-N)l(2N-2-2-N+2)y we conclude that there exist
positive constants n0, aN and fiN with 4aN/3N<l and 2~1<fiN such that for any
(6.14a) sup P
x<=M,\\y\\ = 2n + 1
and
(6.14b) s u p Px>y(\\Y(rn+1)\\ = 2»+2)^(3N.
n + 1
Define <rM=inf {t; ||y(0ll = 2K} and Vn=Y(rn)y n=l, 2, - . Then using the
strong Markov property and (6.14), we have for # e M , ||j/||=2M+1,
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> ~> Vn+2k-2>2", 77M+2*-l = T)
x.A^w+l — Z > Vn+2 — Z 2> * > Vn+2k-2 —
(O7 O\k—l)> W e ^ ^
Using {aNt3N)k^2~2k, 2/3N> 1 and the following formula 2 W^Zi)2" 2*=2" 1 ,
we conclude P, io-K< oo)<(2/3JV)"1<l. Thus lim || Y(<)|| = oo, a.s.
Next we prove the case N—2. We will show that the following estimate (6.15),
from which our theorem follows.
lU(X y ) l
Let r(y)=<yy^>1/2 and rt=r(Yt). Then by It6's formula, we have log rt—log r0
— I (Llog r)(Zs)d$ is a martingale. Therefore if ||.yir=2, then by a simpleJo
calculation we get
£^[log rT ,-log r0] = (log 2)[2«,(*, y)-1].
So we have
1(6.16) sup «.<*,,)-2
1
sup \EXty{L log r)(ZTJ\.2 log 2 xezM,\\y\\=2n
Note that
(6.17) (L log r)(x, y) - 2>W«W]-<(«(«)-y.y> .
Since each term of (6.17) is of the form V(x)<j>(y) with
(6.18) ( V(x)m(dx) = 0,
J M
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(6.19) <f)(y) is a homogeneous function of degree —2,
it is sufficient to consider
sup
in order to estimate the right hand side of (6.16). Let A(t)= 1 V(Xs)ds. Then
Jo
we have
n Ys)ds ] ,
where -v/r(#, y)=L<f>. By (6.18), there exists a function v(x) such that Lv(x)=
V(x). Therefore by It6's formula,
A(t) = [v(Xs)ds = [*Lv(Xa)ds
Jo Jo
= v(Xt)—v(X0)-\-a martingale.
Set A*(t)= sup |^ 4(^ ) I. By virtue of martingale inequality, we have
(6.20) ExJA*(Tny]£K+Kp(Ex,y[Tn])<"\ p=l,2.
Using Lemma 6.1 and (6.11), we obtain
Using (6.19), (6.20) and (6.21), we get
(6.22) 5S sup
^ sup
Since ^ is a homogeneous function in y of degree —4, by using (6.20) and
(6.21), it holds
(6.23) Ex
= sup, I ^ (x, y) I Ex>y[rnA*(Tn)]2-^-»
^ sup I *(*, y) I (^ .^
xe=M, \\y\\-l
y/2(Ex>y[A*(Tn)2])1/22-«n-»
Combining (6.22) and (6.23), we conclude that
sup
which implies (6.15). Now we proceed to the proof. We use the same notation
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as in the proof of the case iV^3. By (6.15), we have
(6.24) inf Px y(\\Y(rn)\\ = 2n+1)^2~1-K2-n for n^n0.
x<=M,\\y\\ = 2n
Set S(n)= inf ^,y(o"«<00)- Using the strong Markov property and
(6.24), we obtain
2n,
 Vn+2>2\ ..., V2k.2>2\ Vn+2k.x = 2n)
PX,y(Vn+l = 2n+\ Vn+2 =
l
>Vn+2k-2— ^ 2 2k 2> Vn+2k-l — £ )
f 21'2k(l-K21'n)2k'1
Thus we have
Applying the formula ( l-*)1 / 2=l-g*-1 (^Zi)21"2*** for ^ ^ ( l - ^ ^ ^ ) 2 , we
can estimate the right hand side of the above inequality: S(n)^ 1— K62~n/2y n^n0.
By the strong Markov property, we have
inf PxJvno<™)^ n S ° \ n>n0.
CO CO
Since the series 2 (1—5(;)) converges, the infinite product II SU) is con-
vergent. Thus n S a) = S > 0. So we obtain
inf Px icrWn<oo)^S>0 forw>w0.
^eM,|b||=2w
From this inequality, it follows that
(6.25) inf
Now we can complete the proof as follows. Let ||j||>2Mo. Then using the
strong Markov property and (6.25), we have
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By letting ^->oo, we have S1PJc^((rBo=oo)^0. Since Sj>0, we have P*,y(<r*0=o°)
=0. ' ' Q.E.D.
7. Winding problem for i22. In this section, we discuss the winding of
a two-dimensional Brownian motion with a drift around the origin. Let X be
the minimal diffusion corresponding to L which is written in polar coordinate as
( 7 1 } L
 ( + +
Let c=[0, oo). We define the intersection number I(X[0, t], c) by
7(Z[0, *], c) = lim 7(Z[0, t], cn), where c. = {(*, 0); 0 ^
It is easy to see that I{X\0i t], c) can be written of the form
I(X[0,t],c) = -±-\ dd+Ilt.
where Ix is bounded. We note that arg X(t)=\ d0> (see [7]). Therefore
Jxto,tl
I(X[0, t]y c) represents the winding number of X[0, t] around the origin. Set
<£(£)= I rj2ds> where rs is the radial part of Xs. Let y=logr and £(*)—Jo
J dy. Then the process £={£(£), ^ 0 } is a one-dimensional Brownian
motion starting from 0.
We have the following
Theorem 7.1. Let x*0. (i) If b(r)^L\[0, oo),
 rdr\ then X(t) winds
infinitely many times both clockwise and counterclockwise around the origin, Px-a.s.
(ii) If b{r)—r~^} 0^ /3^2 , then X(t) winds infinitely many times counterclock-
wise only around the origin, P^-a.s.
This theorem follows from the following
Lemma 7.1. Let x*0. (i) //b(r)<=L\[0y °o),rdr\ then
(7.2)
 E a r g X ( * ) = _ , i m argX(Q = p
V ;
 t+- L(ct>(t)) 7^ L(4>(t))
(ii) Ifb(r)=r-&y 0^ /3^2 , then for any 0 < S < l ,
(7.3) lim mX(t)
 = oo, Px-a.s .
— L{<t{t)y{\ogL{4{t))Y*
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In the above, L(t) is the local time at 0 of the process f.
Proof. Set
(7.4)
dO- \ b(rs)ds,
where ro=r(O). Then {(B(1\t), B(t)), t^O} is a two-dimensional Brownian
motion. Set 0(t)=argX(t). Then it holds that
(7.5)
and
(7.6) ( r \ ) ) ( ) W
Jo
Now let AGL !([0, OO), r^r). By (7.6), we have
(7 7) ete-W) = m+ J _ rj(r
L(0 L(t) L{t) Jo U
Since the process f is independent of the Brownian motion B, the process
C(t)=B(L~\t)) is a symmetric Cauchy process. Therefore since fim—Tf . =
Uoo (see [6]), we obtain E n ^ = - l i m ^ = o o . For the se-
L(t) 0
cond term of (7.7), we note that b(rdex)e2x^L1((—coy oo), dr), since
L f^O, CXD), rrfr). Therefore we have
= 1°° b(r0ex)rle2xdx
*->- L(t) Jo
(see [10. Chap. 6]). It follows from these two facts that
This implies (7.2)
rj^ds as follows: \ %S)A
o Jo
rl~f*e{2~P)xL{t, x)dx, where L(*,#) is the local time of the process | at x.
Define/x(0 and /2(0 by
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and
y2(^) = 1 %C0)Oo)(<x?)^~a^ (2"3)^(^ # y # >
where %il(jc) = l, for ^G^4, =0, for x&A. For Ju since %(_
we have
(7.8) lim
'-*« L(t)
(see [10, Chap. 6]).
To estimate J2, set y]r(t) = rl~fi 1 %(0>oo) (^)L(^, x ) ^ , then J2(t) ^ ty(t) =
J - o o
%(o -)(!(*))&. If we write L7 1 (0= ^(O -)(?(*))&, then {LT'(«) , *^0}
o ' Jo
is a one-sided stable process with index 1/2 (see [10. Chap. 6]). Since it holds
(see [3])
lim y ( * ) = oo, fo ranyO<S<l ,
we see that
(7.9) Urn M*l oo
L(tf {log L(t)}-S
On the other hand, since lim—!—^ ^' = 0, for any 8 (0<S^ l)(see [6]), we obtain
(7.10) lim -JM = l im g W ) ) = 0 .
>L(t)2 {l L(t)}-* L(t)2 {log L(t)}s
Combining (7.8), (7.9) and (7.10), we conclude that
lim:
which proves (7.3).
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